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Markets were Moved about in August by Emerging Market Concerns, Twists and Turns on Trade, and the Fed Setting the Stage for a September Rate Hike

Markets: August was an interesting month as stocks and bonds responded dissimilarly to turmoil in emerging markets, global trade developments, and the Fed teeing up a
September rate hike. Longer Treasury yields never recovered from a flight to quality caused by turmoil in Turkish assets that stirred fears of contagion across emerging
markets. In addition, continued uncertainty about the U.S.'s trade relationships with China, the EU, and Canada weighed. Short yields, however, were steadied by Fed
communications that dotted the i’s and crossed the t’s for a September rate increase. As a result, the 2s/10s spread crept as low as 18.8 bps during the month. Stocks
recovered from an early sell-off amid the emerging market noise with the S&P 500 ending the month 3.0% higher while the Nasdaq rose a defiant 5.7%. The Dollar was
volatile, rising 2.3% to a 14-month high amid the emerging-market flight to quality before pulling back to end the month up 0.6%. 

Consumer: July’s retail sales showed positive prior-quarter momentum carried into 3Q with core sales up a solid 0.5% MoM. Real personal spending, the actual GDP source
data, rose a more modest 0.2%. The labor data remained strong as a large, positive two-month revision offset a miss in payroll growth in July. The unemployment rate fell
back below 4.0% and the four-week average for initial jobless claims edged to a near-50-year low. Job openings rose to their second highest level since 2000. Still, wages
remained muted with hourly earnings up 0.3% MoM but the YoY rate stuck at 2.7%. The Conference Board’s consumer confidence index, more heavily affected by the
labor market, hit an almost 18-year high while the University of Michigan's fell to a seven-month low, primarily on less optimism around making big purchases.

Private Investment: Business spending was one of two major drivers of the tick higher in revised 2Q GDP. Businesses spent more than initially estimated on both
equipment and intellectual property, the two largest components of private fixed investment. The momentum behind the equipment outlays pushed into July’s capital
goods data, where both orders and shipments nearly tripled estimates even after prior months were revised stronger. While both ISM reports were weaker than expected,
small business confidence rose unexpectedly to the second highest level in records back to the 1970s. After slipping in four of the last five quarters, residential investment
showed no signs of picking up in July. Housing starts, building permits, new and existing home sales, and home price trends were all weaker than expected.

External Trade: Trade was an even larger boost to 2Q growth as export growth remained above 9% in revisions but imports actually contracted (initially estimated +0.5%)
for the first time since 2015. With some anomalous items credited for the surge in exports, an anticipated reversion was evident in July’s goods trade deficit which widened
by the most since 2015 to a five-month high.

Inflation: Core PCE inflation printed 1.984% YoY in July, the fastest pace since 2012, and core CPI ticked up to 2.4%. Other secondary measures of inflation, such as
import/export and producer prices, were softer than expected.

Monetary Policy: The Fed’s August Minutes echoed the related Statement’s strong assessment of the U.S. economy and said another rate increase was likely “appropriate
soon,” setting the stage for a hike at the September meeting. Powell toed the same line in Jackson Hole with his remarks that “there is good reason to expect that [the]
strong [economic] performance will continue,” and so “further gradual rate increases…will likely be appropriate.” The only other major central bank to meet in August, the
Bank of England, raised its target rate for just the second time since the financial crisis. However, they still expected additional tightening to be “gradual” and “limited” and
Governor Carney said it’s important to “walk, not run.”
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ADP projected 
219k private 
payrolls were 
added in July

U.S. said to consider raising 
proposed tariff rate to 25% 
on an additional $200B of 
Chinese imports

The Fed left rates 
unchanged but teed up 
September hike with 
"strong" economic 
assessment

The BoE raised 
rates for the 
second time since 
the financial crisis

July payrolls missed at 157k but 
were offset by strong prior 
revisions; unemployment fell 
back to 3.9% but wage growth 
remained a modest 2.7% YoY

The U.S. said balance 
of proposed tariffs on 
Chinese imports (25% 
on $16B) would take 
effect August 23

China retaliated
with matched 
response

Turmoil in Turkish
assets sent global 
markets reeling on 
concerns about 
contagion risks for 
emerging markets

Base effects kept CPI inflation 
at 2.9% YoY, 2.4% for core; 
firmer rents, autos, and 
airfares offset weaker 
medical care and apparel to 
drive steady 0.24% MoM core 
gain

Small business
confidence rose 
unexpectedly to 
its second 
highest level 
since the 1970s

Reports indicated the 
U.S. and China would 
resume low-level
trade talks

Retail sales were 
solid in July but 
revised lower for 
June

Reports indicated 
President Trump said 
he was disappointed 
Jay Powell hadn't 
been a "cheap-
money" Fed Chair

President Trump's 
former personal 
attorney Michael Cohen 
pled guilty to several 
criminal charges

President Trump said he wasn't 
thrilled with Fed rate increases 
and wished the Fed would help 
him with strengthening the 
economy

Tariffs on $16B 
of trade 
between the 
U.S. and China 
went into 
effect

Fed Chair Powell said from 
Jackson Hole he doesn't see 
inflation accelerating or the 
economy overheating; 
however, gradual rate 
increases are still warranted 
with economic strength 
expected to continue and 
inflation near target

The U.S. and 
Mexico reached a 
trade deal

2Q GDP revised up 
to 4.2% on stronger 
business investment 
and trade

After a report said President 
Trump could soon move 
forward with tariffs on $200B 
of Chinese imports, the 
president said the EU was 
"almost as bad as China" 

U.S.-Canada
trade talks to 
carry over into 
September
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2.94% on May 16, 2018 was 
the highest closing yield since 

October 2008

2.6815% on July 26, 2018 was 
the highest closing yield since 

July 2008



Value
Dow Jones 25,965 2.16%  6.98%  5.04% 
S&P 500 2,902 3.03%  6.74%  8.52% 
Nasdaq 8,110 5.71%  7.98%  17.47% 

Stoxx Europe 600 382 -2.39%  0.61%  -1.78% 
China CSI 300 3,335 -5.21%  -5.03%  -17.28% 
Nikkei 225 22,865 1.38%  2.51%  0.44% 

Yield

U.S. 2-year 2.63% -4.3  9.9  74.4 
U.S. 5-year 2.74% -11.0  0.0  53.2 
U.S. 10-year 2.86% -9.9  0.0  45.5 

German 10-year 0.33% -11.7  2.4  -10.1 
U.K. 10-year 1.43% 9.7  14.9  23.7 
French 10-year 0.68% -5.0  1.7  -10.3 
Italian 10-year 3.24% 51.6  55.6  122.0 
Japanese 10-year 0.11% 4.5  7.1  5.9 

Value
WTI Crude 69.80$ 1.51%  -5.87%  15.52% 
U.S. Dollar 95.14 0.62%  0.71%  3.27% 
Gold Spot 1,201 -1.85%  -4.13%  -7.80% 
Commodity Index 83.74 -1.94%  -4.20%  -5.03% 

Existing Home Sales MoM New Home Sales MoM Core Retail Sales

ISM Manufacturing Manufacturing Production

INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in any way guaranteed, and it, together with any
opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time. This has been prepared for
general information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or institution. This information is, by its very
nature, incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to the appropriateness of investing in any securities or
investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is dependent on the occurrence of future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results
achieved during the projection period may vary from the projections. Interest rate swaps and derivatives are offered and sold via Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products, LLC. The firm may have
positions, long or short, in any or all securities mentioned.  Member FINRA/SIPC.
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Housing disappointment showed no signs of abating 
as July data missed across the board

Strong July recovery 
from contraction in 

June 
Highest since October 

2000

Non-manufacturing fell to an 11-month low; 
Manufacturing was the second worst in a year

Trade deficit widened as 
2Q boost began to fade

+59k in prior month 
revisions offset current 

miss

Tripled expectations
1.984% was the fastest 

since 2012
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